SWAXS studies performed at the University of Pennsylvania

Karen Winey group (MSE): Uses the DEXS facility to study and design functional polymers to improve ion and proton conductivity targeting a variety of energy applications. The newest project focuses on polymer-to-polymer upcycling to convert waste polyolefins to higher value polymers.

Russell Composto group (MSE): One of the projects that involves SAXS studies aims to provide strategies for designing of separation, sensing, and purification devices with improved performance. Another project focuses on the infiltration kinetics of polymers into nanoporous gold.

Eric Detsi group (MSE): Uses DEXS to perform in-situ experiments to visualize the microstructure evolution in real time during plating and stripping targeting to investigate actuation mechanism of nanoporous silver.

Chinedum Osuji group (CBE): One of the projects that uses DEXS investigates changes to film dimensions as a function of tensile stress and humidity, the impact of self-assembled mesophase on conductivity, and the development of ultrathin membranes for nanofiltration. Another project focuses on fabrication of liquid-crystal nanoporous membranes that will be used for ion transport, desalination, anti-fouling.

Zahra Fakhraai group (Chemistry): Uses DEXS to characterize the molecular packing structure and density distribution of organic thin films aiming to design ultra stable glass thin films.

Shu Yang group (MSE): Uses DEXS to characterize the functional fibers, yarns, and textiles that offer a completely new paradigm to engineer flexible, breathable and foldable materials. These materials innovate textile-based wearable technologies, soft and hybrid robots, and biomedical applications.
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